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WHEN FREE PRESS IS SILENCED IN TURKEY.

Despite the destabilizing effects of several major 
geopolitical incidents for Turkey, such as the end 
of the Cold War and the 2003 war in Iraq, Tur-
key successfully continued to grow. While the 
2007 global financial crisis badly damaged major 
economies around the world, Turkey was resil-
ient.

There is no doubt that Recep Tayyip Erdoğan’s 
leadership played a crucial role in this achieve-
ment. Relations with the EU led to an increase in 
the quality of Turkish democracy and sidelined 
the traditional role of the military in Turkish pol-
itics.
Turkey was on the right path.

After 2010, however, Erdoğan explicitly chose to 
turn away from the EU and the values and prin-
ciples it represents. The reason for this significant 
move away from the EU has now become clear: 
Erdoğan grew aware that he could not establish 
his own regime while keeping the EU member-
ship process on track. 

On Dec. 19 The New York Times published an ed-
itorial that clearly explained Erdoğan’s ambitions 
and mindset: “Turkey’s president, Recep Tayyip 
Erdoğan, says mass arrests on Dec. 14 of journal-
ists, screenwriters and television producers were 
necessary to eliminate agents of a ‘parallel state’ 
bent on seizing power. But Mr. Erdoğan’s efforts 
to stifle criticism and dissent show an authoritar-
ian leader living in a parallel universe, one where 
being a democracy, a NATO ally and a candi-
date for membership in the European Union are 
somehow compatible with upending the rule of 
law and stifling freedom of expression.”

As a NATO and US ally, Turkey has become a 
country where owners of media companies can 
be threatened and media executives are arrest-
ed without any legal basis.

Turkey has become a country where a 16-year-
old boy was arrested after criticizing the ruling 
Justice and Development Party (AK Party) and 
Erdoğan during a speech at a student protest.

Turkey has become a country where there is no 
freedom of the press and expression but cor-
ruption, subjugation and indignation.

Turkey has become a country where those in 
power cannot be charged for their crimes but 
innocent people can be arrested on the basis of 
“reasonable suspicion.”
In sum, Turkey has become a country where 
the words of Erdoğan are considered law. 

Erdoğan had a chance to help the Muslim world 
integrate with the Western world and promote 
democratic values. But he chose to consolidate 
his power to build his own regime, not democ-
racy.

If the Obama administration keeps quite about 
Erdoğan’s efforts to seize the media and silence 
the press, how then would the Muslim world 
trust President Obama and American adminis-
trations again when it comes to their claims of 
promoting democracy?
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Turkey’s Descent Into Paranoia
The Opinion Pages | EDITORIAL |  DEC. 19, 2014

Turkey’s president, Recep Tayyip Erdogan, says mass arrests on Dec. 14 of journalists, screenwriters and 
television producers were necessary to eliminate agents of a “parallel state” bent on seizing power. But 
Mr. Erdogan’s efforts to stifle criticism and dissent show an authoritarian leader living in a parallel 
universe, one where being a democracy, a NATO ally and a candidate for membership in the European 
Union are somehow compatible with upending the rule of law and stifling freedom of expression.

The arrests closely follow wild accusations that 
the acclaimed Turkish novelists Orhan Pamuk 
and Elif Shafak are puppets of a mysterious “in-
ternational literature lobby” dedicated to dis-
crediting Mr. Erdogan’s Justice and Development 
Party, or A.K.P. 

The authors have been subjected to a so-
cial-media smear campaign labeling them as 
“projects” used by the West to slander Mr. Er-
dogan and his party.

Last February, Mr. Erdogan’s government pushed 
through new laws severely restricting Internet 
freedom and curbing the independence of Tur-
key’s judiciary in response to a corruption scan-
dal that rocked the government last December. 
The timing of the mass arrests coincides with the 
one-year anniversary of the scandal, and appears 
designed to prevent last year’s revelations from 
being revisited in public. Most of the arrested 
journalists work for the Samanyolu Broadcasting 
Group and the newspaper Zaman, both affiliat-
ed with Fethullah Gulen, a political rival of Mr. 
Erdogan.

In September, Mr. Erdogan’s government an-
nounced a fresh strategy for Turkey’s long-thwart-
ed efforts to join the European Union. But after 
the European Union criticized the recent mass 
arrests as “incompatible with the freedom of 
media, which is a core principle of democra-
cy,” Mr. Erdogan reacted by telling the E.U. 
to mind its own business. Mr. Erdogan’s par-
anoid bullying is deeply worrisome. His gov-
ernment’s sweeping efforts to stifle freedom 
of expression, slander novelists and neutralize 
the judiciary are destroying Turkey’s democra-
cy. Next year, Turkey will assume the presidency 
of the Group of 20. Mr. Erdogan’s government 
hopes to use this as a platform to raise Turkey’s 
international standing. His assault on democrat-
ic rights is achieving just the opposite.

Source http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/20/opinion/turkeys-descent-into-paranoia.html?_r=1
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A protester who held up this image, published in The International New York Times, has been 
questioned by the police.

Credit | Patrick Chappatte
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Turkey’s President Traces a New 
Internal Threat: The Way He’s Drawn
By SEBNEM ARSU | JAN. 3, 2015

ISTANBUL — In the cartoon, an image of Recep Tayyip Erdogan stands watch while two thieves empty a safe 
full of cash. “No need to rush,” one of the thieves says with a grin. “We have a holographic watchman,” he adds.

The message in the cartoon, published in February in Cumhuriyet, an opposition newspaper, was unmistak-
able, coming as members of the Turkish leader’s inner circle were targeted in a corruption investigation.
Mr. Erdogan was not amused. The offending cartoonist, Musa Kart, who had a history of drawing cartoons 
critical of Mr. Erdogan, was taken to court on charges of insulting the prime minister (now the president), vi-

olating the privacy of an investigation and commit-
ting libel. Mr. Kart was acquitted in October, leaving 
him free, for the moment — Mr. Erdogan’s lawyer 
has appealed the decision — to keep challenging 
authority with his caricatures of Turkey’s rich and 
powerful.

But the episode points to an increasingly difficult 
environment for editorial cartoonists, who have 
long been a staple of Turkey’s political culture, as 
Mr. Erdogan has shown less tolerance for crit-
icism and dissent. Critics of Mr. Erdogan and his 
government have found themselves embroiled in 
criminal lawsuits while dozens have lost their jobs 
— victims, critics say, of government efforts to in-
timidate dissidents.

Cartoonists continue to publish their work in a range 
of independent publications and have branched out 
into social media. But they are worried about 
what they see as an increasingly oppressive 
political climate. “As long as I’ve been aware, 
there has always been some form of pressure on 
writers and illustrators,” said Aslan Ozdemir, 
the editor of Leman, a pioneer of Turkish po-
litical cartoon magazines. “Today, we feel the 
same pressure, but it has changed its face. It 

might not be the threat of imprisonment as we 
saw during the 1980 military coup, but it’s an 
air of oppression by the civilian government.”
…...
A protester’s questioning by the police after 
holding up a cartoon that appeared in The In-
ternational New York Times in December has 
also raised concerns about media freedoms. 
The cartoon, by Patrick Chappatte, showed Mr. Er-
dogan slicing meat from a vertical spit emblazoned 
with a Turkish flag with the word “DEMOCRACY” 
on it.
…..
For Mr. Kart, that frustration with the system was 
encapsulated by his day in court, which came just 
a week after all 96 suspects in the corruption inves-
tigation he criticized in his cartoon were acquitted. 
Critics say the acquittals resulted from a govern-
ment-led restructuring of the judiciary and a purge 
of the prosecutors involved in the investigation.
“I feel like we are in a cartoon now,” Mr. Kart 
said in his testimony, adding that he had no 
intention of insulting anyone. “I must say it is 
quite funny that while all charges against the 
corruption suspects have been dropped, I am 
the only one here standing accused.”

Source http://www.nytimes.com/2015/01/04/world/europe/turkish-leader-traces-a-new-internal-
threat-the-way-hes-drawn.html
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Turkey’s witch hunt against the media
By Ekrem Dumanli  |  JANUARY 1   Editor in chief of the Zaman daily newspaper in Turkey.

When I first appeared in court after last month’s raid 
on my newspaper in Istanbul and 80 hours of de-
tention, I asked the judge: “Two columns and 
a news report: Is that all the evidence against 
me?” The judge replied, “Yes.” It surely was an 
“I rest my case” moment for me — as well as for the 
dismal state of Turkish democracy under President 
Recep Tayyip Erdogan.

Turkey’s leader for almost 12 years, Erdogan con-
tributed to economic successes and democratic re-
forms during his first and second terms. However, 
emboldened by consecutive election victories and 
incompetent opposition parties, he is now leading 
Turkey toward one-man, one-party rule.

The two critical turning points came in 2013: 
his government’s harsh treatment of protesters 
in Gezi Park and the systematic obstruction 
of justice after a major corruption scandal. 
Since then, Erdogan has branded dissenters 
and critics as traitors who are part of a vast in-
ternational conspiracy to topple him. Just last 
week, a 16-year-old was arrested for pointing 
out corruption. On Tuesday, two journalists 
critical of the government, Sedef Kabas and 
Mehmet Baransu, were detained over tweets. 
My newspaper, Zaman, and I are just the latest 
victims of Erdogan’s witch hunt.

In the eyes of the regime, the journalists, TV 
producers and screenwriters detained by the 
police on Dec. 14 are members of an “armed 
terrorist organization” threatening the sov-
ereignty of the state. Don’t look for confiscated 
arms, attack plans or suicide bombers disguised as 

journalists. Our fault was to report on govern-
ment actions that are undermining the foun-
dations of a democratic Turkey.

The level of media subservience to the government 
in today’s Turkey is unprecedented. Most media 
are directly controlled, with government su-
pervisors monitoring all editorial content. 
Anyone who strays is harassed or fired. But as 
members of the free press, or whatever is left of it 
in Turkey, we are simply doing our jobs. All it takes 
to be called a terrorist under Erdogan’s regime is 
speaking out against government corruption 
and abuses of power. Verbal attacks, smear 
campaigns by pro-government media and le-
gal harassment soon follow.

Since the corruption scandal, a peaceful civil society 
movement called Hizmet, or service, focusing on 
democracy, education, interfaith dialogue and so-
cial welfare efforts has become the primary object 
of Erdogan’s obsession. In its mission and values, 
Hizmet is similar to the U.S. civil rights movement. 
Its supporters are ordinary citizens drawn from a 
cross-section of public or private institutions, but 
Erdogan equates their presence in the bureaucracy 
with a legal coup. The government has purged 
thousands of police, prosecutors and other 
public officials. Erdogan’s attack machine has also 
cracked down on Hizmet in the private sector, go-
ing after institutions and businesses affiliated with 
its supporters.

The latest round was last month’s targeting of 
Zaman and the Samanyolu television station, media 
institutions established by entrepreneurs who share 
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the same democratic values as Hizmet supporters. Hidayet Karaca, chairman of the Samanyolu Broadcasting 
Group, was arrested. I was released but will still be tried on terrorism charges. A warrant was also reportedly 
issued for Fethullah Gulen, a U.S.-based Turkish thinker who was the inspiration behind Hizmet.

The police and judiciary are seizing upon new legislation at odds with the Turkish constitution and interna-
tional norms. These laws have been enacted to allow authorities to prosecute or persecute whomever Erdogan 
wishes. It is no surprise that we were taken in just days after the approval of a law that allows the government 
to detain based only on “reasonable suspicion,” without concrete evidence.

Erdogan’s reckless behavior is hurting not only his legacy but also Turkey and its allies. Turkey’s im-
age as a stable investment hub has been damaged. A politics of character assassination, polarization and 
suppression inevitably creates dangerous social stresses. An internally chaotic Turkey cannot be 
considered a reliable partner for the international community. Erdogan’s authoritarian steps move 
Turkey away from its long-held goal of joining the European Union.

Despite all this, I will never lose hope in Turkey. After all, this is not the first downward spiral that the nation 
has gone through. Having heard the domestic and international outcry after Zaman was raided, I feel even 
more optimistic. My wife and I have named our baby girl, who came into the world while I was in detention, 
Saadet, which means bliss and happiness. Saadet symbolizes our belief in the brighter future of Turkish 
democracy. The darkest hour of the night is just before dawn.

Source http://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/ekrem-dumanli-turkeys-witch-hunt-against-the-
media/2015/01/01/7544429a-8fad-11e4-ba53-a477d66580ed_story.html
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THE INDEPENDENT
President Erdogan claims press in Turkey is freer than any-
where else in the world
BEN TUFFT  |  MONDAY 29 DECEMBER 2014

Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, the autocratic Turkish president, has provoked criticism by claiming that 
“nowhere in the world is the press freer than it is in Turkey”.

On Friday, Mr Erdogan defended his regime’s record on press freedom in a televised address in Ankara claim-
ing that “the press is so free in Turkey that one can make insults, slanders, defamation, racism and commit hate 
crimes that are not tolerated even in democratic countries”, according to the AFP news agency.

However, Johann Bihr, a spokesman from Reporters Without Borders, told The Independent: “Tur-
key ranked 154 out of 180 in our 2014 Press Freedom Index. Its once vibrant and diverse media envi-
ronment is narrowing by the day.

“Dozens of journalists that were jailed for years have been granted conditional release in 2014, but 
they are still facing jail terms if they are declared guilty, and more media workers are prosecuted in 
politically motivated trials.

“President Erdoğan’s inflammatory speech and intolerance to dissent are encouraging police abuses and the 
persecution of media through courts,” he added.

The leader’s speech comes shortly after police raided media linked with Mr Erdoğan’s nemesis Fethullah Gülen 
and arrested the editor of an opposition newspaper.

Members of the judiciary, police and press were targeted across the country as part of a power-struggle be-
tween Mr Erdoğan and Mr Gülen.

At the time the Human Rights Watch groups said the detentions appear to be an “attempt to crack 
down on critical media”. The EU also protested at the move.

Mr Gülen is currently in self-imposed exile in the US but remains a powerful force in Turkish politics and has 
claimed that democratic process is being “reversed” in the country.

Just days ago a 16-year-old boy was arrested when he read a statement critical of the ruling AK par-
ty and the president, implicating him in corruption. It was claimed the teenager had “insulted” the 
president. The boy was released on Friday, pending a trial, but could face up to four years in jail if 
convicted.

Source http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/president-erdogan-claims-press-in-tur-
key-is-freer-than-anywhere-else-in-the-world-9948309.html
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In Push Against Muslim Cleric, 
Turkey Detains Police Officers and 
Journalists
By SEBNEM ARSU | DEC. 14, 2014

Supporters swarmed Ekrem Dumanli, the editor in chief of the newspaper Zaman, as he was taken 
into custody on Sunday.

Credit: Erdem Sahin/European Pressphoto Agency

“Here’s the attitude toward an internation-
al media group with dozens of television sta-
tions, dozens of publications, dozens of radio 
stations not only at home, but also abroad,” Mr. 
Karaca said in a live broadcast as he left his home 
for the Police Headquarters. “This is a shameful 
scene, now marked in our country’s history.”

Mr. Erdogan, in a televised speech on Friday, vowed 
to pursue members of the so-called parallel struc-
ture, which he said had challenged his rule with 
a corruption inquiry last year, as well as at other 
times. “We have gone into their lairs, and we will go 
into them again,” he said. “Whoever is beside them 
and behind them, we will bring down this network 
and bring it to account.” The corruption investiga-
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tion implicated many of those close to Mr. Erdogan, then the prime minister. The inquiry led to resignations 
of three ministers and was regarded as the biggest threat to the rule of Mr. Erdogan after more than a decade 
in power. Mr. Gulen, who was a close ally of Mr. Erdogan for years before a falling out, denied having any role 
in the investigation.

After the investigation, thousands of police officers and prosecutors were removed from their positions in 
what was seen by many as an attempt by Mr. Erdogan to eliminate Mr. Gulen’s influence in the state structure. 
Senior judicial bodies were also restructured in a manner that, critics say, paved the way for corruption charges 
to be dropped in September against 96 suspects, who were Erdogan supporters.

The detentions on Sunday drew more than 1,000 people outside Zaman’s headquarters to protest repression 
of the news media.

“This is a reckless move toward dictatorship,” Cengiz Candar, a journalist critical of the government, 
wrote on his Twitter account. “It is nothing else than a rough attack against media freedoms with the 
pretext of a ‘community operation.’ ”

A State Department spokeswoman, Jen Psaki, said in a statement: “Media freedom, due process 
and judicial independence are key elements in every healthy democracy and are enshrined in the 
Turkish Constitution. As Turkey’s friend and ally, we urge the Turkish authorities to ensure their 
actions do not violate these core values and Turkey’s own democratic foundations.”

Senior officials of the European Union, which Turkey hopes to join, issued a strongly worded statement, 
calling the detentions “incompatible with the freedom of media, which is a core principle of democ-
racy.”
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“We expect that the principle of presumption of innocence will prevail,” the officials, Federica Mogherini and 
Johannes Hahn, said, “and recall the inalienable right for an independent and transparent investigation in case 
of any alleged wrongdoing.”

The group Human Rights Watch called for clari-
fication of the charges against journalists. “The de-
tention of journalists and editors in the context 
of this latest, wider operation of arrests looks 
like another attempt to crack down on critical 
media,” said Emma Sinclair-Webb, a senior re-
searcher on Turkey with Human Rights Watch. 
“The burden is on the government to produce 
evidence to justify accusing Zaman and Sa-
manyolu group editors and journalists of be-
ing part of an organization which attempted 
to capture state power, as the Istanbul judge’s 
detention warrant states.”

Social media networks like Twitter and YouTube were shut down by the government in March af-
ter recordings of corrupt deals between government officials and businessmen were circulated. In 
recent years, dozens of journalists have been investigated and charged and have lost their jobs be-
cause of critical coverage of the government.

“Defining all of this within the pretext of a strug-
gle between the government” and Mr. Gulen and 
his supporters was misleading, Ekrem Dumanli, 
Zaman’s editor in chief, said in a phone interview 
shortly before he was detained. Mr. Dumanli add-
ed, “The government continues to put pressure 
on any critical group of writers or publications 
left in the Turkish media.” Television cameras 
showed him asking for his coat before leaving with 
police officers, while saying: “You fear if you are 
guilty. We do not fear.”

Hundreds of employees clapped as the editor left the 
building. Outside, Mr. Dumanli could barely make 
his way through a sea of more than a thousand peo-
ple waving Turkish flags and applauding.
“Turkey is proud of you,” the crowd chanted.

Source http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/15/world/europe/turkish-police-officers-and-media-
workers-are-detained-in-roundup.html 
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President Erdogan is very thin-skinned
By ANN TELNAES |  DECEMBER 29, 2014   

A 16-year-old high school student was arrested for criticizing 
Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan.

Ann Telnaes is an editorial cartoonist for The Washington Post. She won the Pulitzer Prize for 
Editorial Cartooning in 2001.

Source http://www.washingtonpost.com/news/opinions/wp/2014/12/29/president-erdogan-
is-very-thin-skinned/
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Why this teenager is a threat to Erdogan
By  ISHAAN THAROOR |  DECEMBER 26, 2014

Following a media uproar, a 16-year-old Turk-
ish high school student was released by author-
ities two days after he was arrested for “insult-
ing” Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan. 
For critics, the initial move to detain the teen-
ager was yet another sign of the authoritarian 
streak of Turkey’s controversial leader.

The student, who has only been identified by the 
initials M.E.A., had spoken at a small left-wing rally 
in the central Anatolian city of Konya on Wednes-
day. The occasion marked the 84th anniversary of 
the death of a pro-secular army officer at the hands 
of Islamists. The high-schooler read out a state-
ment  hailing the principles of secularism as en-
shrined by the Turkish republic’s founding father, 
Mustapha Kemal Ataturk, and accused Erdogan’s 

A teenager know as M.E.A. addresses a gathering 
for secular education on Tuesday 
in Konya, Turkey. (AP)

ruling Justice and Development Party of corruption and graft.  ………………………………………… 
“We are not terrorists,” the teenager said after being freed from detention Friday, maintaining his tough rheto-
ric on Erdogan’s government. “When we took this path, we made a promise not to turn to back. We shall not 
yield to the fascist, unprogressive pressure.” If he is charged and convicted of insulting the president, the 
teenager could face up to four years in prison.

Source http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/worldviews/wp/2014/12/26/why-this-teenager-is-a-
threat-to-erdogan/
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Turkey and the media, 
Trying times

JAN 10TH 2015 | ISTANBUL 

FREDERIKE GEERDINK, a Dutch journalist with 
a close interest in the Kurds, reckons she is the only 
foreign journalist in the mainly Kurdish city of Di-
yarbakir. On January 6th anti-terrorist police raided 
her apartment. “Terrorism police just searched my 
house. Team of 8 guys. They take me to the station 
now. Charge: ‘propaganda for terrorist organisa-
tion’,” Ms Geerdink tweeted as she was hauled off.
The timing could hardly have been worse. Bert Ko-

enders, the Dutch foreign minister, was visiting Ankara. And even as Ms Geerdink was being grilled about 
her Kurdish contacts, Recep Tayyip Erdogan, Turkey’s president, was telling diplomats “there is no freer press, 
either in Europe or anywhere in the world, than in Turkey.”

After Mr Erdogan and his Justice and Development (AK) party came to power 12 years ago, his reforms were 
enough to get the European Union to open membership talks in 2005. But he has become increasingly 
intolerant. Fearing his ire, media bosses have sacked hundreds of critical hacks. The pressure rose when a 
corruption probe of Mr Erdogan’s inner circle became public 12 months ago. Last week police interrogated 
Sedef Kabas, a TV anchorwoman, for alluding in tweets to government efforts to quash the scandal. 
Scores of journalists are being prosecuted. Cartoonists are under attack too.

Dunja Mijatovic, the media-freedom representative for the Organisation for Security and Co-operation in 
Europe, notes that women are being singled out. “Female journalists and bloggers are being fiercely attacked 
on Twitter, Facebook, and in online articles and blogs. This is an additional way of silencing critical voices, an 
issue that my office will focus on and analyse in the near future,” she says. (The Economist’s Turkey correspon-
dent is a woman.)

AK is pondering draft legislation to let the prime minister block websites and remove content for a 
limited time without a court order. A separate bill sharply reduces the number of judges needed to 
approve such measures. “The government is using the judges as a rubber stamp,” claims Kerem Altiparmak, 
a lawyer. AK officials insist the moves are aimed at protecting “national security” and “moral values”.

The president insists there is no freer press 
than Turkey’s. Really?
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Many believe the new laws are really aimed at stopping future recordings of conversations between 
those incriminated in the corruption probe or other embarrassing material appearing online. On 
January 5th a parliamentary commission dominated by AK members voted against sending four 
former ministers, including Turkey’s one-time Europe minister, Egemen Bagis, to trial. They had 
been accused of receiving bribes from Reza Zarrab, an Iranian who figures in the investigation.

Censorship is getting subtler. Last month the government issued a decree calling for internet ser-
vice providers to install costly new systems that allow the removal of offensive content without 
blocking a website. “Many smaller providers will be driven out of the market, giving the government further 
control,” reckons Ali Riza Keles, a cyberactivist.

The government’s aversion to any mention of graft has assumed bizarre proportions. Last month, when the 
president spoke at a ceremony in Konya, his bodyguards detained a spectator when they overheard him re-
counting a theft incident at his grandchild’s school. After the local prosecutor declined to press charges he was 
said to have been exiled to an Anatolian backwater. Meanwhile, back in Diyarbakir, Ms Geerdink says she was 
lucky that Mr Koenders was in the country. He said he was “shocked” by her detention, and she was released 
soon afterwards. “Free again. Terrorism squad takes me home now. I insisted on that,” she tweeted.

Source http://www.economist.com/news/europe/21638196-president-insists-there-no-freer-
press-turkeys-really-trying-times
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How did Erdoğan become a media 
mogul in Turkey?
By Aydogan Vatandas  |  MAY 12, 2014

When Recep Tayyip Erdoğan took office, he had only the Yeni Şafak and Akit dailies, along with the 
Kanal 7 TV station, under his influence. Over the last decade he has expanded his control over the 
Turkish media. 

There is no doubt that one of the most important 
reasons for Prime Minister Erdoğan’s consolidation 
of his power over the last decade is the fact that he 
has gradually taken possession of a good percentage 
of the Turkish media. In 2004, the Star daily, along 
with the other assets of the Uzan Group (which 
owned the Star Media Group at the time) were 
transferred to the Savings Deposit Insurance Fund 
(TMSF), a governmental organization, and soon 
after the paper was shaped by pro-Erdoğan writers 
and editors. Erdoğan applied the same method to 
seize other media organizations as well. 

After the Star daily, Erdoğan added Kanal 24 TV 
to the Star Media Group. In 2007 Erdoğan took the 
second-biggest media conglomerate, the Turku-
vaz Media Group, which includes the Sabah daily, 
Takvim, ATV and Ahaber, along with the other as-
sets of the group. In 2013 Erdoğan, using the power 
of the TMSF, seized several companies of Çukurova 
Holding, including the Akşam and Güneş dailies 
and Sky360, to his media empire and completed his 
media operations, at least for now. The Taraf daily 
claimed that Ethem Sancak, a close associate of Er-
doğan who was supposed to pay $62 million for the 
purchase of the Çukurova Media Group last year, 
hasn’t paid anything yet. However, he seized anoth-
er company of the same holding, BMC, as the only 
bidder in an auction held last week. 
The distribution of all Turkish papers in Turkey is 

approximately 4.8 million on a daily basis, and ac-
cording to the facts mentioned above, 1.8 million 
of these are pro-government newspapers, meaning 
that one in every four papers circulated in Turkey is 
operating like an Erdoğan media machine.

Turkish newspaper readership

However, like many other countries, Turkish peo-
ple tend not to get news from newspapers but from 
television. According to the Turkish Statistics Insti-
tute (TurkStat), the average person’s daily 

TV viewing in Turkey is 4.5 hours. 

It is interesting to note that the percentage of people 
who regularly read newspapers in Turkey is only 22 
percent, while those who view TV are 94 percent 
and those who listen to the radio are 25.  

That’s why Erdoğan has full control over the 
biggest news channels in Turkey, which are 
TRT, TRT Haber, Ahaber, Kanal24, Tvnet and 
Ülke Tv. Erdoğan, by threatening the manage-
ment of the Habertürk and NTV stations, has 
indirect control over these news organizations 
as well. That means that Erdoğan actually con-
trols the eight biggest TV stations, which is ap-
proximately 65 percent of the entire TV indus-
try in Turkey.  
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On the other hand, Erdoğan has also encouraged businessmen in his close circle to buy local TV and 
radio stations, especially in the Black Sea and Central Anatolia regions, since 2010. Even though 
these local media organizations are not very popular among the educated audience, they are popular on the 
ground, especially among the uneducated segments of society. Erdoğan’s Justice and Development Party (AK 
Party) successfully used these local TV stations before the local elections on March 30.  

One of the other media organizations Erdoğan has successfully transformed for his political goals 
is the Anadolu Agency. The Anadolu Agency, like TRT, is a news organization that operates for the tax-
payers of the entire nation and has played a crucial role in the local elections for the AK Party. By using the 
advertising funds of governmental organizations such as Turkish Airlines (THY), Turk Telekom, 
Ziraat Bank, Halk Bank, the Housing Development Administration of Turkey (TOKİ) and the AK 
Party municipalities Erdoğan, successfully has funded the pro-government media and newly estab-
lished news portals as well. 

While Turkey has an advertising budget of approximately TL 5 billion on an annual basis, Erdoğan’s propa-
ganda team controls 20 percent of that amount, which makes it possible to fund the pro-government media. 

Erdoğan also indirectly controls the Demirören media group, which includes the Milliyet and Vatan dailies. 
The total circulation of these two newspapers is about 262,000 on daily basis. While these two newspapers have 
only 5.5 percent of the entire circulation in the country, they have the most visited news sites in Turkey.  

A recording of a conversation between Erdoğan and Yıldırım Demirören, the owner of these newspapers, 
leaked onto the Internet on March 6, shows the prime minister chiding Demirören over the newspaper’s pub-
lication of a document detailing a meeting between Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK) leader Abdullah Öcalan 
and three deputies from the Peace and Democracy Party (BDP) during their meeting at İmralı Island prison 
last year.  

The Milliyet daily’s owner is then heard crying at the end of the phone conversation, asking, “Why did I enter 
this business?”  

This is the summary of the new media environment in Turkey. 

Source http://mobile.todayszaman.com/op-ed_how-did-erdogan-become-a-media-mogul-in-
turkey-by-aydogan-vatandas-_347583.html
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The news media crackdown in Turkey 
threatens democracy Erdogan is very 
thin-skinned
By EDITORIAL BOARD |  DECEMBER 21, 2014 

AUTOCRATS OFTEN feel compelled to invent pretexts, no matter how unconvincing, for crushing their 
opponents. In the latest round of attacks on the news media in Turkey, warrants were issued for the arrest of 
journalists in which it was stated they are suspected of nefarious deeds, such as plotting “to seize state pow-
er” or forming an armed organization to support terrorists. These trumped-up claims are intended to divert 
attention from a crackdown by President Recep Tayyip Erdogan on his critics and rivals. At stake is Turkey’s 
democracy.

On Dec. 14, Turkish police arrested the editor of the daily Zaman newspaper, the head of the Samanyolu 
broadcasting group and others. Crowds thronged outside the newspaper headquarters in Istanbul when police 
arrived, and newspaper workers hoisted banners declaring that a “free press cannot be silenced.” All told, about 
two dozen people were detained, including journalists, producers, scriptwriters and a police chief in eastern 
Turkey. Eight journalists were released Friday, but others remain in custody. They have all been swept up into 
the vortex of Mr. Erdogan’s paranoia about a Sunni cleric, Fethullah Gulen. Once an ally of Mr. Erdogan, he 
is now branded by the president as a foe bent on toppling him from power. The journalists’ arrests are just the 
most recent attempt by Mr. Erdogan to wipe out the influence that Mr. Gulen, who lives in Pennsylvania, still 
commands in Turkey.Mr. Erdogan appears to be hurtling toward the kind of autocracy evident today in Russia.

Mr. Erdogan declared two days before the arrests that he had uncovered evidence of a planned coup last year 
inspired by Mr. Gulen and his supporters. Mr. Erdogan talked darkly about a “parallel network that is com-
miting [sic] treason” and he has been threatening to root out the Gulen forces for much of this year. “We have 
gone into their lairs, and we will go into them again,” the Turkish president declared. In a related effort, an 
arrest warrant for Mr. Gulen was issued last week in Turkey. The crisis was intensified by a corruption scandal 
that broke a year ago — again, Mr. Erdogan claims, inspired by his foes — that implicated many of those close 
to Mr. Erdogan, then prime minister. In the summer, he was elected president in the nation’s first popular vote 
for the office. Mr. Erdogan wants more power for the presidency, yet his bellicose behavior in the past year 
suggests he is taking Turkey in the wrong direction. The rivalry with Mr. Gulen aside, Mr. Erdogan ignores a 
central premise of democracy: that it is strengthened, not weakened, by competition. The noisy news media 
are not carrying out some dark conspiracy and not participating in a palace coup, but they rather are a critical 
part of a functioning, healthy political system. Suffocate the news media, and Mr. Erdogan risks destroying all 
that Turkey should aspire to. Mr. Erdogan ought to reverse direction before driving off the cliff.

Source http://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/the-news-media-crackdown-in-turkey-
threatens-democracy/2014/12/21/55a0e4ee-84a3-11e4-a702-fa31ff4ae98e_story.html
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Erdogan’s Press Assault
Turkey’s president takes his country a step closer to 
authoritarianism.

Zaman editor-in-chief Ekrem Dumanli (C) is escorted by plainclothes police officers as he leaves from 
his office at the headquarters of Zaman daily newspaper in Istanbul on December 14, 2014.
REUTERS

Dec. 16, 2014 7:06 p.m. ET

Turkish security forces arrested 27 journalists and executives linked to opposition media on Sunday. It’s an-
other brazen step toward authoritarianism from President Recep Tayyip Erdogan and his Islamist Justice and 
Development Party, or AKP.

The arrested include Ekrem Dumanli, editor in chief of Turkey’s largest-circulation daily newspaper, Zaman, 
and Hidayet Karaca, who heads the Samanyolu Media Group. Both are closely associated with the Hizmet, or 
“Service,” movement, and they are charged with “targeting the sovereignty of the country through slander” for 
committing journalism that aligns with the agenda of Hizmet, including reports highlighting allegations of 
corruption in Mr. Erdogan’s inner circle.
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Hizmet is the movement led by Fethullah Gulen, 
a Muslim religious figure who lives in the U.S. and 
was once a close ally of the AKP. The Gulenists were 
not shy about using their influence in the country’s 
judiciary, police forces and media to help Mr. Er-
dogan sideline the country’s secular and military 
elite—often by making baseless allegations.

But ties began to fray as Mr. Erdogan consolidated 
his power, and they dissolved after state prosecutors, 
alleged to be Gulenists, charged several AKP leaders 
with graft. Leaked tapes also appeared on social 
media purporting to capture Mr. Erdogan, his 
family members and associates discussing how 
to dispose of ill-gotten gains.

Mr. Erdogan denied the allegations and the 
authenticity of the tapes. He then fired or re-
assigned thousands of judges, prosecutors 
and other law enforcers who, he claimed, were 
part of a vast Gulenist “parallel state” working 
to undermine his government. In February 
the AKP enacted a new Law on the Struggle 
Against the Crimes Committed on the Inter-
net, granting the chairman of the country’s 
Telecommunications Authority broad discre-
tion to censor specific URLs or entire websites. 
YouTube and Twitter were briefly banned.

The timing of this weekend’s arrest of journal-
ists, only three days before the anniversary of 
the graft probe, is probably no coincidence. 
“We’re pursuing treachery, we’re eliminating 
stooges, we’re disrupting traps and schemes 
by the enemies of Turkey,” Mr. Erdogan said of 
the raids. The language sounds paranoid, but 
the President is deadly earnest: Also on trial 
are 35 soccer fans accused of supporting a coup 
d’état because they supported antigovernment 

protests in Istanbul last year. They face life in 
prison if convicted.

All this raises worrying questions about the 
future—assuming there is one—of Turkish 
democracy. Mr. Erdogan’s war against Mr. Gulen 
may be an intra-Islamist feud, but it is coming at the 
expense of freedom and the press. Mr. Erdogan is 
also given to anti-foreign and anti-Semitic rantings, 
a worrying sign in a country that is a member of 
NATO, a candidate for membership in the Europe-
an Union, and a self-styled bridge between East and 
West.

Barack Obama has long boasted of his close rela-
tionship with Mr. Erdogan, so perhaps now would 
be a good time for the American President pub-
licly to reproach his friend’s abuses. Turkey is still 
a heavily secular country, and the country’s sincere 
democrats could use some support from the U.S. In 
the meantime, those who enjoy genuine freedom of 
the press have a responsibility to speak up for our 
embattled Turkish colleagues, especially those now 
sitting in jail.

Source http://www.wsj.com/articles/erdogans-press-assault-1418774807
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